Demystify the BbLearn Grade Center

1. delete unneeded columns
2. reorder columns logically
3. verify points possible
4. verify grade calculations
5. view grades as a student

HOW CAN I . . .

• . . . setup a column to calculate midterm grades? Solution

• . . . control what is included in a Total column? Solution

• . . . use Grading Period to control what is included in a Total column? Solution

• . . . grade on a curve? Solution

• . . . give extra credit when using a Weighted Total? Solution

• . . . drop the lowest score for a sub-set of assignments? Solution

• . . . transfer the midterm grades in BbLearn to VandalWeb? Solution

• . . . grade by test question rather than by student? Solution

• . . . include class participation as part of an assignment? Build it into the Rubric.

• . . . view your course as a student? Solution